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ABSTRACT: Femtosecond optical pump−probe spectroscopy has been employed for studying the directly linked electron
donor−acceptor system pyrene-N,N-dimethylaniline
(PyDMA) in solid state. This DMA-pyrene derivative
discussed is being applied as a molecular diode system
switching on an ultrafast time scale. Our ultrafast solid-state
studies reveal a complex photochemistry of this molecular
crystal system. Strong couplings of the optically induced
charge-transfer state with the radical ion pair state allow a
femtosecond transition of the latter. One could see on the highest occupied molecular orbital−lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (HOMO−LUMO) description that a pure optical transition switches the system from a conducting to a blocked system
because the molecular orbitals (MOs) of DMA moiety lie in a node plane of the LUMO. Within 800 fs the system relaxes back to
the ground state and/or forms a radical ion pair, which is the surprising result of our study; when the system was probed further,
the system underwent vibrational cooling and enhanced population inversion of the radical ion pair.

■

INTRODUCTION
Electron-transfer reactions are fundamental processes in
chemistry and also in biology.1−3 Light-harvesting complexes
are functional centers in plants where sunlight is converted into
chemical energy. In this, optical excitation in a chromophore
unit leads to the transfer of electrons within the system.
However, because of the complexity of the biological
photoreaction center, recent spectroscopic eﬀorts have
concentrated on a smaller chemical models, which share
characteristics with their biological counter parts. A promising
model is the so-called D−A (donor−acceptor) systems, which
are chemically synthetic molecules with electron-transfer
capabilities. The electrical conductivity is a function of the
optical state of the system. An optically switching diode is an
interesting application of donor−acceptor molecules.4−7
Electron donor−acceptor molecules play an inevitable role in
the understanding of the charge-transfer process and serve as a
testing ground for the coexistent theories of these molecules.
In the past decades, to gain more insight into electrontransfer processes, extensive studies have been carried out on
the optical behavior of systems consisting of donor−acceptor
groups linked by diﬀerent bridges.8,9 These molecules are also
ideal systems for studying the solvation dynamics and also for
the demonstration of nonlinear optical properties because of
the polarizability of the electrons localized in π-bonding
molecular orbitals. Although the polarizability of a molecule
is mainly given by its chemical structure, in particular by the
length of the π-conjugated spacer and the electronic nature of
the attached donors and acceptors,10,11 it can also be aﬀected by
external factors such as strength of radiation, state of matter,
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and in solution also by the solvent used. In addition, the rate of
electron transfer in chemical and biological systems can be
sensitively controlled by subtle environmental conditions.12,13
Pyrene-N,N-dimethylaniline (PyDMA) is a compound in
which the electron donor N,N-dimethylaniline (DMA) is
covalently linked to the electron acceptor pyrene (Scheme 1).
Because of the lack of an extended bridge between the donor
and acceptor in PyDMA, the physical characteristics of these
groups themselves strongly inﬂuence the electron-transfer
mechanism. This leads to very unusual absorption and emission
spectra in the optical regime, and because of this, PyDMA is
considered to be a molecular diode where electron donor and
electron acceptor moieties are twisted against each other
modulating the electron charge-transfer processes. Structurally,
for PyDMA (Scheme 1) the two rotational degrees of freedom,
rotation around the single bond of pyrene and DMA (rotational
angle α) and rotation of the bond to the amino group in DMA
(rotational angle β), can complicate the described electrontransfer reactions of the system.
To characterize molecular diode behavior quantitatively, the
framework of Marcus theory14 can also be applied. Besides
redox changes, the free energy change ΔG depends also on the
inner and outer reorganization energy λi and λo, respectively.
Molecular twisting that changes the orbital overlap and
therefore the exchange integral contribute through that channel
to the inner energy changes during electron transfer. Because
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Scheme 1. Molecular Diode (PyDMA)

SHELXTL was used. All calculations were carried out using the
PLATON software.20
Steady-State Absorption Emission Spectral Measurement. The ground-state absorption spectrum was obtained by
a UV−vis spectrophotometer (Cary-5E, Varian, Australia), and
the steady-state emission spectrum was recorded with a
ﬂuorescence spectrometer (Fluorolog 15).21
The time-resolved ﬂuorescence decay was obtained by the
time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) technique
and was analyzed by global analysis using the reference
convolution method.22
Computational Details. For the ground-state electronic
structure calculations density functional theory (DFT) methods
with the Becke23 three-parameter hybrid functional and Lee−
Yang−Parr’s 24 gradient-corrected correlation functional
(B3LYP) was used in the Gaussian03 (G03)25 program. Basis
sets 6-31G* and 6-311++G** were used for molecular orbital
calculation and UV−vis spectrum, respectively. The conductorlike polarizable continuum model method (CPCM)26−28 with
n-hexane as solvent was used to calculate the electronic
structure and the excited states of the molecule in solution.
Time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT)29
calculations have provided excitation energies of the compound
that agree with experimental results. TD-DFT calculation does
not provide the electronic structures of the excited states;30
however, the electronic distribution and the localization of the
singlet excited states may be visualized using electron density
diﬀerence maps (EDDMs).31 GaussSum 2.2 was used for
EDDM calculations and for the electronic spectrum simulation.32
Transient Absorption Spectroscopic Measurement.
The transient absorption measurements were performed with a
homemade apparatus using a commercial Ti sapphire laser
system. The apparatus is based on the pump−probe technique
where in this case both femtosecond pulses (pump and probe)
are generated from the same pulse of the laser system. The laser
system that produces the femtosecond pulses consists of a
Mira-900F (Coherent Inc.) oscillator, which is pumped by a
Verdi V5 and a Hurricane (Spectra Physics) ampliﬁer. The
Verdi V5 is a diode-pumped Nd:Yittrium vanadate (Nd:YVO4)
laser that emits single-frequency green light at a wavelength of
532 nm due to a frequency-doubling lithium triborate crystal
(LBO/LiB3O5) and has an output power level at 5W.33 The
Mira-900F is a Kerr lens mode-locked oscillator that uses a
titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:Al2O3) as the gain medium as it is
commonly used for generation of femtosecond pulses. The
generated ultrashort laser pulses have a repetition rate of 76
MHz and are horizontal polarized.34 In this case the tunable
wavelength is set to 800 nm. The Hurricane35 ﬁnally ampliﬁes
these ultrashort pulses by using the chirped pulse ampliﬁcation
technique and reduces the repetition rate to 880 Hz. After the

the twist motion belongs to the group of large amplitude
motions in molecular structures, various vibrational eigenstates
of them are considerably populated at room temperature. So
besides orbital overlap, twist motions statistically inﬂuence the
electron-transfer rates through intramolecular vibrational
energy redistribution.
In recent years molecular diodes have attracted much interest
because of their strong potential for the use in technological
applications. In this type of organic molecules, femtosecond
transient absorption spectroscopy in solid state is a very
powerful method for determining the mechanisms and kinetics
of light conversion into charge. In this paper, we aim for static
spectroscopy as well as structure characterization for PyDMA
single crystal in its ground state along with computational
studies. We will compare the UV−vis spectrum derived from
computational simulations with the experimental solid-state
spectrum. Furthermore, the ultrafast rate constants of the
photoinduced electron transfer have been determined through
femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. Their time and
spectral dependencies will be discussed in the context of the
simulations.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis and Sample Preparation. Commercially
available 1-aminopyrene after diazotization reaction was
coupled with N,N-dimethylaniline according to a previously
reported procedure.15,16 The crude product was then puriﬁed
on an aluminum oxide column with a mixture of cyclohexane/
toluene as eluent under HPLC. The compounds were identiﬁed
by mass spectrometry and 1H NMR.
For measuring transient absorption, time-correlated singlephoton counting, and X-ray diﬀraction, single crystals were
grown in ethyl acetate and diethyl ether (2:1) by a slow
evaporation technique. The platelike crystals were glued on a
glass pin and mounted onto the goniometer head for the
experiment.
Crystal Structure Analysis. The crystallographic experiments were carried out at HASYLAB/DESY (DORIS F1
Beamline). The X-ray diﬀraction data were collected by full
sphere routine by φ and ω scan strategy using a twodimensional detector (MarCCD 165) at a wavelength of 0.6 Å
at 100 K with an Oxford Diﬀraction Cryojet low-temperature
cooling device.17 The diﬀraction data were indexed and
integrated with the program package XDS.18 The crystal
structure was solved and reﬁned with the SHELXTL program
package.19 All the non-hydrogen atoms were reﬁned anisotropically. All of the hydrogen atoms were positioned geometrically
in idealized positions and reﬁned with the riding model
approximation with isotropic displacement parameters, Uiso(H)
= 1.2 or 1.5 Ueq(C). For the molecular graphics the program
3292
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that even in the solid state PyDMA can act on a single
molecular diode level. The intermolecular forces are so weak
that they do not aﬀect the molecular diode properties. From
the crystal structure packing of PyDMA, we can furthermore
conclude that the optical properties of solid PyDMA will be
comparable to those of PyDMA in solution. The validity of this
as well as its consequences for the dynamics of this molecular
diode system will be shown in the following sections.
Absorption and Emission Spectroscopy. Figure 3 shows
the solid-state absorption and emission spectra of PyDMA. The
absorption spectrum shows three maxima at 348, 276, and 240
nm, which are indicative of vibronic progression.

initial output pulse from the ampliﬁer is split into a pump and a
probe pulse, the probe pulse is delayed in time by a translation
stage and afterward converted into a white light continuum
which covers the complete visible spectrum. In this case the
probe pulse is then divided into a reference pulse and a
measuring pulse that passes the sample in order to get the
optical density (OD). Each pair of pulses is measured twice
consecutively (pumped and unpumped) to obtain the change
of the optical density ΔOD, which is measured up to 1000
times for each position of the translation stage. By a stepwise
change of the delay time one gains the ΔOD spectrum as a
function of wavelength λ and delay time t:

■

ΔOD(λ , t ) = ODpump ‐ on (λ , t ) − ODpump ‐ off (λ , t )

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
Electronic Structure. Because the observed diﬀerences in
the chemical and physical properties of the system depend
mainly on the changes in the ground-state electronic structure,
we will discuss in detail the ground-state electronic structure
focusing on the frontier orbital components and highest
occupied molecular orbital−lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (HOMO−LUMO) energy gap. Some selected frontier
molecular orbitals of PyDMA are depicted in Figure 4. The
contributions of the most important occupied and virtual as
well as the atomic orbital contributions for each of the moieties
of the system are listed in Table 1. In the frontier region,
neighboring orbitals are often closely spaced, and in such cases,
to get a realistic description it is not enough if we consider only
the HOMO and LUMO. For this reason, density of states
(DOS) diagrams, which incorporate a degree of overlap
between the curves convoluted from neighboring energy levels,
can give a more representative picture. The density of states of
PyDMA plotted as a function of orbital energy is shown in
Figure 5, where PyDMA is divided into three segments: the
dimethylamino group (DMA), phenyl ring, and pyrene ring.
Each part of the percent contributions is the sum of the
atomic orbital coeﬃcient squares. As shown in Figure 4, the
highest occupied orbital is composed of three parts with a
predominant contribution from the phenyl ring. The LUMO
and some lower-energy occupied MOs (HOMO−1 and
HOMO−2) have a predominant contribution from the pyrene
ring. The HOMO−LUMO band gap obtained from the MO
calculations was 3.42 eV.
Theoretical Electronic Absorption Spectra. TD-DFT
computations were performed to predict the electronic
transition energies and intensities of the 10 lowest-energy
singlet transitions of PyDMA. Selected low-lying singlet excited
states together with their excitation energies and oscillator
strengths assigned for PyDMA are displayed in Table 2. An
experimental model for an excited state corresponds to the
excitation of an electron from an occupied to a virtual
molecular orbital (i.e., a one-electron picture). However, the
excited states calculated herein demonstrate that excited-state
electronic structures are best described in terms of multiconﬁgurations, wherein a linear combination of several
occupied-to-virtual MO excitations comprises a given optical
transition. Each excited state is assigned based on the
compositions of the occupied and virtual MOs of the dominant
conﬁguration(s). The theoretical and experimental UV−vis
spectrum in solid along with the electron density diﬀerence
maps (EDDMs) assigned to each transition is shown in Figure
3. It depicts the electron density changes between the ground
and excited states upon diﬀerent electronic excitations.
Visualization of these diﬀerence density plots allows one to

To get alternating pump-on and pump-oﬀ spectra, every
second pump pulse is blocked by a chopper. The wavelength of
the pump pulse is set to 400 nm by generating the second
harmonic of the initial pulse using a BBO crystal. The pump
and the probe beam are both focused and spatially overlapped
in the sample. The pump power is set to approximately 2 μJ/
pulse.
The resulting ΔOD spectra were analyzed by ﬁtting the data
to a convolution of a multiexponential function for the diﬀerent
decays of transient species with a Gaussian curve representing
the temporal shape of the femtosecond pulses.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ground-state geometry and the excited-state dynamics of
PyDMA were elucidated using a combination of (1) singlecrystal X-ray diﬀraction, (2) UV−vis absorption spectroscopy,
(3) time-dependent DFT calculations, and (4) transient
absorption spectroscopy in order to have a precise picture
about ground-state geometry from which the dynamics and
kinetics of the molecular diode system start.
Crystal Structure. The asymmetric unit comprises one
molecule of PyDMA, Figure 1. The compound crystallizes in

Figure 1. Molecular structure of PyDMA with displacement ellipsoids
at 50% and atom numbering scheme.

the monoclinic system with space group P2(1)/c. The
dimethylamine (DMA) group and the phenyl ring are almost
coplanar, and they make a dihedral angle of 64.67(3)° with the
pyrene ring.36
The crystal packing is stabilized by the intermolecular C−
H···π interactions, connecting the neighboring molecules into
columns along the c-axis, which is shown in Figure 2. There is
no π−π interaction because the distance between the centroids
is far beyond the limit (3.9 Å) because the DMA and pyrene
rings already have a twisted conformation with a dihedral angle
of 64.67(3)°. The type of crystal-packing interaction suggests
3293
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Figure 2. Packing of PyDMA showing extended chain along the b-axis by the intermolecular C−H···π interactions (dashed lines).

Table 1. G03/B3LYP Calculated One-Electron Energy and
Percentage Composition of Selected Frontier MOs of
PyDMA
MO

Figure 3. Theoretical and experimental UV−vis spectra of PyDMA
with electron density diﬀerence maps (EDDMs) assigned to each
transition. Left: computational prediction and UV−vis absorption.
Right: emission spectra.

a

energy
(eV)

90(V)

0.35

89(V)

0.12

88(V)

−0.35

87(V)
86(LUMO)a
85(HOMO)a
84(O)
83(O)
82(O)
81(O)

−0.81
−1.23
−4.72
−5.18
−5.95
−6.50
−6.61

character
phenyl +
pyrene
pyrene +
phenyl
pyrene +
phenyl
pyrene
pyrene
mixed
pyrene
pyrene
phenyl
pyrene

DMA
(%)

phenyl
(%)

pyrene
(%)

1

70

29

1

30

69

1

32

67

0
0
28
15
1
0
1

3
3
38
15
2
91
1

97
97
34
70
98
9
98

Energy gap (ΔE) = 3.49 eV (HOMO − LUMO).

Figure 4. Some of the frontier molecular orbitals of PyDMA.

more readily determine the changes to the electronic features
on the excited-state surface and can provide insight into the
subsequent geometric changes occurring on the excited-state
potential energy surface37,38 as well as aid in determining what
type of excitation is involved.
Transient Absorption Measurement. The transient
absorption spectra measured for PyDMA single crystals are
shown in Figure 6a,b. They were measured in the spectral
region of 420−750 nm with 400 nm excitation. The entire
transient spectra exhibit a rise with distinct features as shown in
Figures 7a and 8a. The initial absorption arises from the longer
wavelength region (650−720 nm) along with stimulated
emission (450−490 nm), and then a sudden rise in the
absorption toward the shorter wavelength side can be seen
(Figure 6) that broadens later toward the longer wavelength
side. The absence of a negative transient signal of the groundstate bleaching (as typical for PyDMA with a ﬂuorescence
quantum yield >80% also in solid) might be due to a large

Figure 5. Density of states (DOS) plot of PyDMA.

molar extinction coeﬃcient of the singlet−singlet absorption
(S1 → SN) in the transient absorption spectra. The transient
absorption spectra of PyDMA single crystal has been measured
between −20 and 150 ps in steps of 500 fs, and only selected
time points have been plotted in Figure 6. The broad transient
peaks ∼10 ps from 470 to 550 nm with small shoulders in the
peaks are probably due to the radical cation of DMA/triplet
DMA or pyrene triplet state. These small shoulders might
presumably be the vibronic features of the radical cation.39,40
This radical ion formation also indicates the creation of donorto-acceptor charge-transfer state immediately after the
excitation which slowly starts broadening toward the red. The
3294
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Table 2. Selected TD-DFT Calculated Excitation Energies and Compositions of the Low-Lying Singlet Excited States of PyDMA

a

state

E (eV)/λ (nm)

f

λexp

transitiona

assignment

1
3
9

2.86/432
3.60/344
4.47/277

0.224
0.299
0.570

343
278
242

HOMO → LUMO (94%)
H−1 → LUMO (67%), HOMO → L+1 (11%)
H−2 → LUMO (29%), H−1 → L+1 (23%)

(n → π*)(π → π*)
(π → π*)
(π → π*)

H and L refer to the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, respectively.

Figure 7. (a)Transient absorption spectra of PyDMA single crystal
from early time points (0−25 ps). (b) Transient signal observed as a
function of pump−probe delay time at 450−550 nm.
Figure 6. Transient absorption spectra of PyDMA single crystal
measured between (a) −10 and 24 ps and (b) 25 and 60 ps (only
selected time points are shown).

for the time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) are
summarized in Table 3.
Figure 9 summarizes the kinetic properties listed in Table 3.
In the ﬁrst step, PyDMA is photoexcited with 400 nm optical
pulse light of PyDMA to the excited state of the overlapping
S1/S2 region. Upon excitation the system switches from a
molecular conducting to a blocked system (1) because the
MOs of DMA moiety lie in a node plane of LUMO (Figure 4).
The system relaxes back within 800 fs (2) to the ground state
and/or forms a radical ion pair (3). When further probed with
optical light (420−720 nm), the system underwent vibrational
cooling and enhanced population inversion of the radical ion
pair (4). In comparison with the solution state photophysics, in
which the rate of electron-transfer process is inﬂuenced by
external solution interaction,13 in solid PyDMA such external
eﬀects are negligible or comparable to the inﬂuence of liquids
with low dielectric permittivity. The molecular diode behavior
in solid PyDMA is merely due to the intramolecular electrontransfer process from the donor to acceptor without any
dominant environmental inﬂuences.

broad band at around 560 nm with small humps are due to the
(S1 → SN) transition of the molecule, and the band at around
650 nm is due to the (T1 → TN) of pyrene moiety. The small
humps observed in the whole spectrum might be due to the
vibronic or other electronic transitions involved in the system.
In summary, in the ﬁrst few picoseconds (∼10 ps) we could
see a broad and less intense transient signal around 650 nm
which is due to the triplet pyrene moiety. After 10 ps emission
occurs which we could see as a negative signal around 460 nm,
and as time increases it merges with the transient absorption of
the radical cation of DMA. After 24 ps we could see a
prominent transient band more red-shifted with shoulders,
which are due to the singlet transition of the molecule.
For the kinetic interpretation, kinetic traces in the spectral
regions of 480−520 nm and 525−690 nm have been depicted.
The transient absorption kinetic data was interpreted by ﬁtting
to a sum of exponentials convoluted with the Gaussian
instrument response function (Figures 7b and 8b). The results
of these multiexponential ﬁts and of the biexponential ﬁt used
3295
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Figure 9. Reaction dynamics of molecular diode PyDMA. (1)
Switching from conducting to a blocked system. (2) Stimulated
emission. (3) Formation of radical ion pair. (4) Vibrational cooling
and enhanced population inversion of the radical ion pair.

surprising results of our study for this system. The observation
of an additional radical ion pair formation in solid state has to
be taken into account.

■

Figure 8. (a)Transient spectra of PyDMA single crystal from early
time points (25−80 ps). (b) Transient signal observed as a function of
pump−probe delay time at 520−700 nm.

X-ray crystallographic information (CIF, CCDC 963294) for
the title compound. This material is available free of charge via
the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.

Table 3. Summary of Excited-State Lifetime Data of PyDMA
using Levenberg−Marquardt Fit

■

transient lifetime (ps)
τ1
A1
τ2
A2
τ3
A3

■

τ1
A1
τ2
A2

480−520 nm

525−690 nm

0.96
0.52 (5.5%)
4.20
8.5 (90%)
102.86
0.42 (4.4%)
singlet lifetime by SPC
2.162 ns
83.25%
6.223 ns
16.75%

0.64
0.97 (9.7%)
11.58
6.67 (67%)
104.34
2.27 (22.9%)
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CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have studied the excited-state dynamics of
PyDMA single crystal using femtosecond pump−probe spectroscopy. Beyond what has been employed in transient
absorption spectroscopy, we use the crystal structure36 for
predicting optical properties of PyDMA in order to give a more
precise interpretation of the femtosecond transient absorption
spectroscopy. The reaction dynamics of molecular diode
allowed a detailed description of the electronic property
changes during optical excitation. For this system it is not
essential that the electron D−A system moves or tilts against
each other. As one could see on the HOMO−LUMO
description, a pure optical transition switches the system
from conducting to a blocked system because the MOs of
DMA moiety lies in a node plane of the LUMO. Within 800 fs
the system relaxes back to the ground state and/or forms a
radical ion pair. This two-pathway decay property is the

■
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